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Abstract
Monitoring global land cover changes is important because of concerns about their impact on environment and climate.
The release by the European Space Agency (ESA) of a set of worldwide annual land cover maps covering the 1992–
2015 period makes possible a quantitative assessment of land change on the global scale. While ESA land cover
mapping eﬀort was motivated by the need to better characterize global and regional carbon cycles, the dataset may
beneﬁt a broad range of disciplines. To facilitate utilization of ESA maps for broad-scale problems in landscape
ecology and environmental studies, we have constructed a GIS-based vector database of mesoscale landscapes –
patterns of land cover categories in 9km × 9km tracts of land. First, we reprojected ESA maps to the Fuller projection
to assure that each landscape in the database has approximately the same size and shape so the patterns of landscapes
at diﬀerent locations can be compared. Second, we calculated landscape attributes including its compositions in 1992
and 2015, magnitude of pattern change, categories transition matrix for detailed characterization of change, fractional
abundances of plant functional types (PFTs) in 1992 and 2015, and change trend type – a simple, overall descriptor
of the character of landscape change. Combining change trends and change magnitude information we constructed a
global, thematic map of land change; this map oﬀers a visualization of what, where, and to what degree has changed
between 1992 and 2015. The database is SQL searchable and supports all GIS vector operations. Using change
magnitude attribute we calculated that only 22% of total landmass experienced signiﬁcant landscape change during
the 1992-2015 period, but that change zone accounted for 80% of all pixel-based transitions. Dominant land cover
transitions were forest → agriculture followed by agriculture → forest. Using PFTs attributes to calculate global
aggregation of gross and net changes for major PFTs yielded results in agreement with other recent estimates.
Keywords: ESA CCI-LC dataset, mapping land change, landscapes, land cover transitions
1. Introduction
Land-cover change is a pervasive phenomenon
caused by changing climate, and, in recent decades, by
the rapid population growth and accelerated industrialization (Goldewijk et al., 2017). As a part of a positive
feedback loop, land cover changes in turn directly impact climate change and environmental conditions (Bonan, 2008; Mahmood et al., 2014; Alkama and Cescatti,
2016), and have a close relationship to population migration and economic conditions (DeFries, 2013). Thus,
the assessment of land-cover changes is of prime importance for the eﬀective planning and management of resources. It provides necessary information for making
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decisions on a trade-oﬀ between development and conservation (Vitousek et al., 1997; DeFries et al., 2004).
There is a rich literature on assessing land-cover
change from remotely sensed images. For reviews see
Coppin et al. (2004); Radke et al. (2005); Warner et al.
(2009); Hussain et al. (2013); Lu et al. (2014), and
Tewkesbury et al. (2015). From multiple conceptual
and technical components which constitute a change detection method we draw attention to three: the unit of
analysis (for example, a pixel or a tile), the comparison method (for example, a direct spectral comparison or a post-classiﬁcation comparison) and the change
type (for example, “from-to” transitions between categories of land cover or loss/gain of speciﬁc land cover
type). In general, the most frequently used method uses
the pixel as the unit of analysis and the from-to, postclassiﬁcation change assessment method (Tewkesbury
et al., 2015). However, on the global scale, due to the
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that the landscape may change even if its composition
remains constant as long as its before and after conﬁgurations are diﬀerent. This reﬂects the expectation that
a functioning of an ecosystem in a given landscape depends not only on its composition but also on its overall
conﬁguration, but it does not depend on the speciﬁc orientation and details of the conﬁguration.
The pattern-based method provides three layers of information on the global land change which vary in their
levels of speciﬁcity. The ﬁrst is the magnitude of change
of each landscape during the period of Δt. As the magnitude is a single number, this information is directly
mappable on the global scale. The resultant map visualizes hot and cold spots of land change without being speciﬁc about the character of the change. We use
this ﬁrst layer to classify landscapes into “changed” and
“unchanged.”
The second layer provides the composition of CCILC categories at t1 and t2 for each landscape. The
t1 → t2 transition matrix provides characterization of
landscape change. This layer of information is analogous to what has been calculated by Li et al. (2018)
but is provided at a ﬁner spatial resolution as it is not
speciﬁcally intended for LSMs . To provide checks on
our results we also calculate compositions of PFTs at t1
and t2 for each landscape so we can compare gross and
net land changes with the values published by Li et al.
(2018).
Finally, the third layer of information is given by
change trends. A change trend is a generalized single
descriptor of a character of change for the entire local
landscape. Every landscape is assigned one of several
possible change trends which makes this information
mappable on the global scale. The result is a global thematic map of change which visualizes a global spatial
distribution of diﬀerent land changes in a single map –
a compact summarization of what, where, and to what
degree has changed between 1992 and 2015.

lack of temporarily consistent global thematic maps of
land cover at multiple time periods, the change assessments had focused on the detection of a speciﬁc change,
namely the change of the forested area (Hansen et al.,
2010, 2013; Kim et al., 2014) using the pixel-based, direct spectral comparison method.
Recently, with the release by the ESA Climate
Change Initiative (CCI) program of temporally consistent 1992–2015 time series of annual global land cover
maps (hereafter referred to as the CCI-LC dataset), the
from-to, post-classiﬁcation change assessment on the
global scale became feasible. Indeed, Li et al. (2018)
has performed such assessment from a perspective of
the utility of CCI-LC to climate change models. Specifically, they investigated whether CCI-LC is suﬃcient to
be implemented in land surface models (LSM) to better characterize global and regional carbon cycles. Because of this focus, Li et al. (2018) aggregated CCI-LC
into 0.5◦ × 0.5◦ (a typical spatial resolution of LSMs)
and translated land cover categories into plant functional types (PFTs). They performed a comparison of
gross and net changes in coverages of PFTs calculated
from CCI-LC with similar calculations based on other
datasets (Hurtt et al., 2011; Hansen et al., 2013; Goldewijk et al., 2017; Houghton and Nassikas, 2017).
In this paper, we focus on alternative, pattern-based
approach to assessing land change using the CCI-LC.
This approach stems from the perspective of landscape
ecology and environmental studies where frequently
it is a spatial pattern of land cover categories (hereafter also referred to as a landscape) rather than categories themselves which is of interest (Wickham and
Norton, 1994; Riitters, 2011; Omernik and Griﬃth,
2014). Therefore, we ﬁrst transform CCI-LC from the
raster dataset into a vector (shapeﬁle) database of local, mesoscale landscapes (square tiles of CCI-LC pixels) which together ﬁll the entire extent of CCI-LC.
The change of local landscape during the period of Δt
is measured by a magnitude of dissimilarity between
a pattern of CCI-LC categories at t1 and a pattern of
these categories at t2 = t1 + Δt (see section 2.2). In
this paper, we only consider t1 = 1992 and t2 = 2015
as we are interested in a net change in landscapes over
the longest period of time available in the ESA dataset.
Technically, our change detection can be classiﬁed as
tile-based, post-classiﬁcation method.
Note that pattern dissimilarity measure is rotationally
and translationally invariant, so the landscape may not
change even if many of its constituent pixels undergo
transitions as long as the ﬁnal pattern has the same composition (the shares of land cover categories) and conﬁguration (geometric structure) as the original. Also, note

2. Data and methods
In this section, we describe the CCI-LC dataset and
its conversion to the database of local landscapes, a
method of assessing the magnitude of change by calculating dissimilarity between landscape patterns at t1
and t2 , and the change characterization method. Fig. 1
shows a diagram outlining consecutive computational
steps taken to produce a landscape change database and
the global thematic map of change.
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Output: A grid of 9 km x 9 km tiles
containing a magnitude of change
in local landscapes between 1992
and 2015, Fuller projection

1 reclassi�cation from 22 CCI-LC
categories to 9 IPCC categories

Output: CCI-LC 1992 and 2015
rasters reclassi�ed to 9 IPCC
categories, 300m/pixel resolution,
Lat-Lon projection
2 reprojection to Fuller projection

Output: CCI-LC 1992 and 2015
rasters with 9 IPCC categories in
Fuller projection,
300m/pixel resolution
3 tessallation into a grid of local tiles

Output: CCI-LC 1992 and 2015
grids of tiles (local landscapes),
30 x 30 pixels patterns of LC
Fuller projection

4 Measuring a magnitude of local landscape change

Input data: CCI-LC 1992 and 2015
rasters, 300m/pixel resolution
Lat-Lon projection
22 CCI-LC categories

5 Determining the lower threhold for
the value of change magnitude to
indicate “signi�cant” change

Output: A 9 km x 9 km grid
trimmed to tiles which experienced
signi�cant change between
1992 and 2015

Product #1: A spatial database
(shape�le) containing grid of
changed landscapes with the full
set of attributes
Product #2: A global thematic map
of landscape change

Final products

6 Calculating attributes of change
for each local landscape

Output: For each local landscape a
set of attributes: a histogram of LC
categories transitions, a histogram
of change trands, a histogram of
plant functional types (PFTs) transitions

Change assessment

Data preparation
Figure 1: Diagram outlining consecutive computational steps to obtain a landscape change database. Numbers in circles label calculation steps
described in the main text.

2.1. Data

of PFTs in each landscape.
Local landscapes should have all the same size and
shape for their patterns to be comparable when performing SQL queries on our database. Therefore we reproject (step 2) the 1992 and 2015 maps into the Fuller
projection (Gray, 1995) with 300m resolution to keep
distortions of tiles’ real shapes and sizes below 2%.
Fuller-projected maps are tessellated (step 3) into nonoverlapping square tiles of the size 30×30 CCI-LC pixels (9 km × 9 km). This corresponds to 0.08◦ × 0.08◦
at the equator. The size of a tile is a free parameter which determines the scale on which the change of
landscape is assessed. Given the resolution of CCI-LC
our choice of tile’s size corresponds to a mesoscale, it’s
small enough to provide a high resolution on the global
scale but large enough for tiles to encompass meaningful landscapes.

The CCI LC maps cover 24 years from 1992 to 2015
with an annual temporal resolution and a spatial resolution of 300m (ESA, 2017). However, as we mentioned in the introduction, in this paper we only utilize
1992 and 2015 maps. Details about the CCI-LC dataset
including its accuracy and the confusion table can be
found in the Land Cover CCI Product User Guide V.2
(ESA, 2017); the overall accuracy of CCI-LC is estimated to be 75.4%. The CCI-LC maps are in the form
of 64,800 × 129,600 pixels Lat/Lon rasters, thus their
spatial resolution is 10 arc-sec or ∼300 m at the equator.
Each pixel in CCI-LC is assigned one of 22 level
1 land cover categories which are globally consistent.
There is also a level 2 legend with 37 categories which
makes use of more accurate regional information where
available; we do not use level 2 categories in this paper
because of the lack of global consistency. Finally, CCILC categories can be grouped into 9 broader IPCC (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change) categories.
We use IPCC categories to calculate land cover transitions characterizing landscape change (step 1 in Fig. 1).
See Fig. 2 for the legend of the IPCC categories, and the
CCI-LC User Guide (ESA, 2017) for correspondence
between CCI-LC and IPCC categories. However, we
use level 1 CCI-LC categories to compute composition

2.2. Magnitude of landscape change
We calculate (step 4) a dissimilarity value between
1992 mosaic and 2015 mosaic in each tile. Quantitative assessment of dissimilarity between two landscape
mosaics requires a mathematical representation of the
mosaic and a deﬁnition of a dissimilarity function.
In our approach, the mosaic (pattern of land cover
categories) in a landscape is mathematically described
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Figure 2: Methodology of change detection shown using the country of Kenya as an example. (A) 2015 CCI-LC map of Africa, the red outline
indicates the location of Kenya. (B). The area of Kenya divided into a grid of 9 km × 9 km tiles, red tiles indicate where landscape mosaic has
changed during the 1992-2015 period. (C)–(D) Examples of changed tiles. (E) An example of an unchanged tile. (F) Legend of 9 IPCC land cover
categories.

noted by d(Mt1 , Mt2 ), is given by the following formula:
�
�
Mt 1 + M t 2
d(Mt1 , Mt2 ) = H
2
(1)
H(Mt1 ) + H(Mt2 )
−
2

by a normalized histogram (the sum of all its bins equals
to 1) of co-occurrence pattern features (Barnsley and
Barr, 1996; Chang and Krumm, 1999). Brieﬂy, pattern
features are the pairs of land cover categories assigned
to two neighboring pixels. Histogram counts and bins
the features from eight co-occurrence matrices calculated for eight diﬀerent displacement vectors along the
eight principal directions (see Niesterowicz et al. (2016)
for an illustrative example). The result is a histogram
with (N 2 + N)/2 bins, where N is the number of land
cover categories; for 9-categories the histogram has 45
bins. Such histogram describes (indirectly but eﬀectively, see Niesterowicz and Stepinski (2016)) composition as well as the spatial conﬁguration of land cover
categories within a tile and thus the local landscape.

where H(M) indicates a value of the Shannon’s entropy
of the histogram M:
H(M) = −

|N|
�

mi log2 mi .

(2)

i=1

where mi is the value of ith bin in the histogram M and
|N| is the number of bins (the same for both histograms).
For normalized histograms, the JSD dissimilarity always takes values from 0 to 1 with the value of 0 indicating that two mosaics have identical histograms, and
the value of 1 indicating maximum dissimilarity (none
of the land cover categories found in one mosaic can be
found in the other). The dissimilarity value is used as a
quantitative assessment of the magnitude of change, the
larger the dissimilarity the bigger the change.
For a landscape with d(Mt1 , Mt2 ) < dth , where dth is a
similarity threshold, the landscape change is negligible

We use the Jensen-Shannon Divergence (JSD) (Lin,
1991) as a measure of dissimilarity between two mosaics (one for t1 and another for t2 within the same tile)
represented by corresponding normalized histograms
Mt1 and Mt2 . The JSD expresses the informational distance between the two histograms as a deviation between Shannon’s entropy of the conjugate of the two
histograms (Mt1 + Mt2 )/2 and the mean entropy of individual histograms Mt1 and Mt2 . The value of JSD, de4

graphic locations where speciﬁc transitions occurred at
a speciﬁed range of intensities.
To enable checking our database versus the earlier results by Li et al. (2018) we calculated the second set
of descriptors consisting of a composition of PFTs in
each tile at t1 and t2 . Composition of PFTs in each
pixel is calculated using a cross-walking table (Poulter et al., 2015) between 22 CCI-LC classes and 13
PFTs (broadleaf evergreen tree, broadleave deciduous
tree, needleleaf evergreen tree, needleleave deciduous
tree, broadleaf evergreen shrub, broadleave deciduous
shrub, needleleaf evergreen shrub, needleleave deciduous shrub, natural grass, managed grass, bare soil, water, snow/ice). Aggregation of PFTs compositions from
900 constituting pixels gives their composition in the
entire tile.
Histograms of transitions provide in-depth information about the land change but it is ill-suited for the visualization of the global change. The goal of such visualization is to give a simple, single map overview of what
and where has changed during the 1992-2015 period. A
map of 64 types of from-to at-pixel transitions does not
fulﬁll such goal by being too busy both thematically as
well as spatially thus leading to a salt-and-pepper eﬀect
which distracts from observing the broad-scale trends.
In order to obtain an informative broad-scale visualization of change we classiﬁed 64 transitions into just 13
“change trends”: cropland gain, cropland loss, forest
gain, forest loss, grassland gain, grassland loss, shrubland gain, shrubland loss, wetland gain, wetland loss,
urban gain, water gain, and water loss (see Table 1).
Note that in this classiﬁcation we do not distinguish between sparse and bare categories. Reclassiﬁcation of
transitions into change trends causes information loss
as multiple transitions are reclassiﬁed to a single trajectory. The labels of trajectories reﬂect our assumed
priority. For example, an agriculture → grassland transition is classiﬁed as “cropland loss” but it could also be
classiﬁed as “grass gain.”
Bins of a histogram of change trends aggregated from
900 pixels within a tile make up the third set of change
characterization. For each tile we save 14 bins, the additional bin is a share of stable pixels. The values are
normalized to shares so they all sum to 1. For 77% of
the tiles, a single trend type completely dominates (on
average 96% of changed pixels in the tile are assigned
to a dominant change trend). For the remaining 23% of
tiles on average, 63% of changed pixels are assigned to
a dominant trend. Thus, a trend change for the entire
tile can be inherited from the dominant trend of its constituent pixels which makes possible mapping change
at the resolution of 9km instead of 300m – a desirable

and the landscape may be considered as “unchanged.”
To divide the tiles in our database into “changed” and
“unchanged” we determined (step 5) the value of dth
by selecting a random, stratiﬁed sample of 1000 tiles.
We labeled these tiles either as changed or unchanged
based on visual inspection of tiles’ mosaics at t1 and
t2 . Applying a decision tree algorithm to a dataset consisting of (d(Mt1 , Mt2 ), label)i , i = 1, . . . , 1000 yielded
dth = 0.012.
Fig. 2 illustrates our concept of change detection via
calculating the dissimilarity between patterns at t1 and
t2 using the country of Kenya as an example. Fig. 2B
shows the outline of Kenya tessellated into 9 km × 9 km
tiles. Examples of landscape mosaics at t1 and t2 in three
tiles are shown in panels C, D, and E of Fig. 2. Two tiles,
C and D, labeled as changed, clearly exhibit a change
in landscape mosaic, while the tile E, labeled as unchanged, shows no change in its mosaic even so a small
number of pixels had transitioned. Red-colored tiles
in Fig. 2B indicate areas where landscape mosaic has
changed between t1 and t2 (where d(Mt1 , Mt2 ) > dth ).
Note that landscape mosaics in the majority of Kenya’s
territory had not changed between t1 and t2 . Globally, of
1,640,016 tiles, only 363,137 (22%) had changed their
landscape mosaics during this period under our deﬁnition.
2.3. Change characterization
Only changed tiles are subject to change characterization. The remaining portion of the landmass also experienced some change but on the much smaller spatial scale leaving 9 km-scale landscapes unchanged.
Change characterization aims at an explicit description
of the change. Descriptors of change are calculated and
saved as tiles’ attributes (step 6 in Fig. 1).
Bins of a histogram of from-to transitions aggregated
from 900 pixels within a tile make up the ﬁrst set of
change descriptors. With 9 land categories there are potentially 72 types of transitions, but since no pixel with
the “settlement” category changed to another category
during the Δt period (see section 3) there are actually
only 64 types of transitions. For each tile we save a histogram with 65 bins (most of them equal to 0), the additional bin is a share of 900 pixels that did not change
their category. The bins are normalized to shares so they
all sum to 1. These descriptors provide the most detailed
and direct information on change within a tile. Gross
and net changes to coverages of land cover categories
can be calculated using these descriptors. In addition,
because the information is stored in the database, analysts may use these descriptors to SQL-search for geo5

Table 1: Reclassiﬁcation of land cover transitions into landscape trend change types

from 1992

to 2015

Agriculture
Forest
Grass
Wetland
Settlement
Shrub
Sparse
Agriculture Stable
Forest ↑ Crop ↓
Wetland ↑ Urban ↑
Shrub ↑
Crop ↓
Forest
Forest ↓
Stable
Forest ↓
Forest ↓
Urban ↑
Forest ↓
Forest ↓
Grass
Crop ↑
Forest ↑ Stable
Wetland ↑ Urban ↑
Shrub ↑
Grass ↓
Wetland
Wetland ↓
Forest ↑ Wetland ↓ Stable
Urban ↑
Wetland ↓ Wetland ↓
Settlement
Urban ↓
Urban ↓ Urban ↓
Urban ↓
Stable
Urban ↓
Urban ↓
Shrub
Crop ↑
Forest ↑ Grass ↑
Wetland ↑ Urban ↑
Stable
Shrub ↓
Sparse
Crop ↑
Forest ↑ Grass ↑
Wetland ↑ Urban ↑
Shrub ↑
Stable
Bare
Crop ↑
Forest ↑ Grass ↑
Wetland ↑ Urban ↑
Shrub ↑
Stable
Water
Water ↓
Water ↓
Water ↓
Water ↓
Urban ↑
Water ↓
Water ↓
↑ indicates gain, ↓ indicates loss, italic font indicates trends not observed in the 1992-2015 set of transitions

Bare
Crop ↓
Forest ↓
Grass ↓
Wetland ↓
Urban ↓
Shrub ↓
Stable
Stable
Water ↓

percentage breakup of this gain coming from other categories. For example, during the Δt period 1,558,080
km2 was gained by the agriculture. The pie diagram indicates that most of this gain was from the forest (60%),
shrubland (16%), grassland (11%), and sparse (10%).
Transitions larger than 10% of category loss are illustrated by lines connecting the loss pie-diagrams with
gain pie-diagrams; colors of the lines indicate the destination and the widths are proportional to the percentage
of the loss going to a given destination. The blue numbers indicate the net change in an area (in km2 ) of a
given land cover category; for example, a net change in
an area covered by agriculture was +758,138 km2 .

property from the point of view of getting a lucid visualization.
For a global thematic map of landscape change, each
tile is assigned a color on the basis of its change trend
and the percentage of changed pixels. Tiles where this
percentage is > 30% are classiﬁed as “large change”,
those where this percentage is between 10% and 30%
are classiﬁed as “medium change”, and those where
this percentage is below 10% are classiﬁed as “small
change.” Altogether, the map has 39 categories, each a
combination of change trend, which describes a type of
change, and percentage of tile’s area that had changed,
which indicates an intensity of change.
The entire database of landscape change is available
for download from http://sil.uc.edu. The distributed
database is projected back to Lat/Lon coordinates.

3.2. Global changes in terms of PFTs
Table 2 shows global gross and net changes to major
PFTs calculated using our database. We have grouped
all types of trees and all types of shrubs into “trees”
and “shrubs” types. We also have grouped bare soil,
water, and snow/ice into one non-vegetated type. This
table has two sections, the upper section pertains to
“changed” landscapes deﬁned in section 2.2, and the
lower section pertains to the entire landmass which also
include “unchanged” landscapes which, however, may
contribute to changes in PFTs. For each type, we list
areas covered in 1992 and 2015, the gross area lost, the
gross area gained, and the net change.
The ﬁrst observation is that changes to
the coverage of PFTs occurred,
as expected, mainly within the “changed” zone.
A percentage of change within this zone,
(area lost + area gained)zone /(area lost + area gained)all ,
is 82% for trees, 82% for shrub, 80% for natural
grass, and 84% for managed grass, and 82% for
non-vegetated. A percentage of net change within this
zone is 83% for trees, 88% for shrub, 71% for natural
grass, and 95% for managed grass.

3. Results
3.1. Global summary of category transitions
Fig. 3 summarizes 1992–2015 transitions between
the 9 land cover categories calculated using our
database. The lower row of pie-diagrams pertains to
gross losses in land cover categories. The red numbers below pie-diagrams indicate total loss of an area
(in km2 ) in a given land cover category to other land
cover categories. A pie diagram illustrates a percentage breakup of this loss going to other categories. For
example, during the Δt period 799,942 km2 was lost
from the agriculture. The pie diagram indicates that
most of this loss was to the forest (60%) and the settlement (28%). The upper row of pie-diagrams pertains to
global gross gains in land cover categories. The green
numbers above pie-diagrams indicate the total gain in
an area (in km2 ) of a given land cover category from
other land cover categories. A pie diagram illustrates a
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Water
Water ↑
Water ↑
Water ↑
Water ↑
Urban ↓
Water ↑
Water ↑
Water ↑
Stable

Forest
1,237,111
-436,079

Grass
605,258
+72,176

Wetland
98,574
-117,950

Grass
533,082

Wetland
216,524

Settlement
337,672
+337,672

Shrubland
374,165
-289,231

Sparse
423,872
-139,374

Bare
209103
-182,607

Sparse
563,246

Bare
391,710

Water
101,794
-2746

LOSS

GAIN

Agriculture
1,558,080
net +758,138

Agriculture
799,942

Forest
1,673,190

Settlement
0

Shrubland
663,396

Water
104,540

Figure 3: Global summary of major 1992–2015 transitions between the nine CCI-LC categories. See the main text for a detailed description of the
diagram. Loss, gain, and net numbers are in km2 . For the legend to CCI-LC categories see Fig.2.

The second observation is an amount of diﬀerence
between the net coverage change of PFTs (the net
change line in the upper section of Table 2) and the
net change in coverage of corresponding CCI-LC categories (blue line in Fig. 3). The relative diﬀerence,
[(net change)CCI − (net change)PFT ]/(net change)CCI , is
6% between forest and trees, 14% between agriculture
and managed grass, 20% between grassland and natural grass, 33% between shrubland and shrub, and 57%
between (bare + water) and non-vegetated. Thus, estimating the net loss of forest and the net gain of crops
from CCI-LC transitions yields values similar to those
estimated on the basis of changes to PFTs coverages,
but estimating changes to other categories and their corresponding PFTs give signiﬁcantly diﬀerent results.

unbalanced; the net change is a signiﬁcant fraction of
gains and losses.
3.3. Global thematic map of change trends
A portion of the global map of change trends showing the North and South Americas is shown in Fig. 4.
Maps of change for the entire world, and separately for
all continents are given in Supplement S1. Recall from
section 2.2 that only 22% of local landscapes (tiles) has
changed. The fact that this percentage appears to be
larger in Fig. 4 is due to graphic rendition; the map
needs to be zoomed in to reﬂect the true size of the
changed area. It is also important to stress that only
a fraction of an area within a changed tile had changed.
In 62% of changed tiles, less than 10% of the area had
changed; these tiles are labeled as “small change” tiles
and are drawn on the map in lightest shades. In 26% of
changed tiles 10%–30% of the area had changed; these
tiles are labeled as “medium change” and are drawn on
the map in intermediate shades, In only 12% of changed
tiles the area had changed by more than 30%; these tiles
are labeled as ”large change” and are drawn on the map
in darkest shades.

The third observation is about the net-to-gross ratio,
NGR = (net change)/(area lost + area gained), for different PFTs. NGR is 0.24 for trees, 0.28 from shrub,
0.11 for natural grass, 0.37 for managed grass, and 0.02
for non-vegetated. Thus changes to non-vegetated parts
of the landmass are highly balanced; the net change being a small fraction of gains and losses. On the other
hand, changes to trees, shrub and, managed grass are
7

Table 2: Global gross and net changes in coverages of PFTs

Trees

Shrub
Nat. Grass Man. Grass Non-vegetated
In the area deﬁned as “changed”
area in 1992
8,496,690
3,917,270
4,916,470
5,772,610
6,315,080
area in 2015
8,034,510
3,722,330
5,003,340
6,421,740
6,236,170
area lost
-1,175,726
-420,803
-391,598
-451,803
-702,012
area gained
+713,552
+225,864
+478,469 +1,100,935
+623,110
net change
-462,178
-194,939
+86,871
+649,132
-78,902
In the entire landmass area
area in 1992 33,505,300 16,387,800 19,811,100
21,741,800
52,995,900
area in 2015 32,946,300 16,165,500 19,933,900
22,428,600
52,967,300
area lost
-1,437,286
-507,651
-479,499
-588,094
-819,311
area gained
+878,162
+285,359
+602,368 +1,274,869
+790,683
net change
-559,124
-222,292
+122,869
+686,775
-28,902
All areas in km2 . Areas in 1992 and 2015 rounded to six signiﬁcant digits.

forest gain are agriculture → forest, shrubland → forest,
and wetland → forest, together responsible for 75% of
the gain.
The prominent areas of crop expansion on the change
trend map are in northern Kazakhstan, southern Russia, northern Iran, the Sahel region in Africa, northern
Algeria, northeastern China, and New South Wales in
Australia. Check with original CCI-LC 1992 and 2015
maps conﬁrms those ﬁndings except in Kazakhstan and
Sahel, where transitions are predominantly to “mosaic
natural vegetation” which pertain to only small agricultural gains (see above). The top three transitions
responsible for crop gain are shrubland → agriculture,
grassland → agriculture, and sparse vegetation → agriculture, together responsible for 84% of the gain. The
growth of urban areas is around preexisting large cities
but a more widespread growth around smaller cities is
also observed in eastern China, northern India, and parts
of Europe. The top three transitions responsible for urban gain are agriculture → urban, grassland → urban,
and forest → urban, together responsible for 76% of the
gain. Loss of wetlands is a prominent feature along the
Atlantic and Gulf coasts of the United States. The top
two transitions responsible for wetland loss are wetland
→ agriculture and wetland → grass, together responsible for 68% of the loss. The most prominent feature of
water loss is a disappearance of the Aral Sea. Prominent water gain is observed along the existing Amazonian River network. Note that this is a low magnitude
gain, we speculate that it may be due to interannual ﬂuctuations of water level and/or clearing of river banks.

When interpreting change trend map it is important
to keep in mind that it is based on transitions between
9 IPCC categories and not on transitions between original 22 CCI-LC categories. The IPCC → CCI-LC correspondence table (ESA, 2017) shows which CCI-LC categories are grouped into a single IPCC category. In particular, four CCI-LC categories corresponding to agriculture are grouped together. One of these categories,
“mosaic natural vegetation” contains < 50% cropland,
thus in some cases, land classiﬁed in this category may
contain a small percentage of an agricultural area. In
cases of transition to “mosaic natural vegetation,” the
change trend map shows “agriculture gain” where in
fact only a small gain of an agricultural land cover may
have occurred. In addition, eight CCI-LC categories
corresponding to the forest are combined into a single
IPCC category, thus, for example, “large forest gain”
may indicate areal gains of diﬀerent types of forested
landscape, some corresponding to more actual trees than
others. The change trend map is intended as the ﬁrstlook resource to quickly identify areas of potential interest. When areas of interest are identiﬁed they should be
veriﬁed by overlaying the change trend map with original 1992 and 2015 CCI-LC maps (using our database).
A detailed discussion of the change trend map is beyond the scope of this paper. Brieﬂy, the map shows
that largest areas of forest loss are observed in the tropical regions, but forest loss is also observed elsewhere, in
particular in Russia, Scandinavia, Baltic countries, and
Canada. The top three transitions responsible for forest loss are forest → agriculture, forest → shrubland,
and forest → grassland, together responsible for 84%
of the loss. The map also shows signiﬁcant areas of forest gain, especially in northern Russia, northern Canada,
and in Africa. The top three transitions responsible for

4. Discussion and conclusions
The release of ESA CCI-LC dataset opened a possibility to study land change on the global scale over a pe8
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Figure 4: Map of 1992-2015 landscape change trajectories for North America (A) and South America (B). Local landscapes are colored depending
on their change trajectories and a percentage of changed area; small < 10%, medium (10% to 30%), and large (> 30%).

riod of almost a quarter of a century. Land changes are
of interest for multiple disciplines. The CCI-LC team
is focused on changes to the land cover from the point
of view of modeling the climate change. Their recent
CCI-LC-based assessment (Li et al., 2018) of gross and
net land cover changes reﬂects this interest by focusing
on PFTs and by aggregating data to the resolution of
typical LSM.

able direct comparison between their patterns. Another
diﬀerence is our interest in quantitative assessment of
the magnitude of landscape’s pattern change. A map of
change magnitude enables identiﬁcation of hot and cold
spots of land change over the entire landmass either visually or by the means of SQL-search.
Also, our perspective is GIS-centric and map-centric.
This is reﬂected in the products associated with this paper. The vector database is intended to be queried using a large number of attributes associated with each
landscape. The available attributes pertain to landscape composition in 1992 and 2015, as well as to
the characteristics of change. The thematic map of
change oﬀers an information-rich (location, change
magnitude, and change type) visualization of 19922015 land change in a single map. This distinguishes it from the FAO (Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations) web application
(http://www.fao.org/faostat/en/#data/LC) for visualiza-

In this paper, we described a creation of CCI-LCbased spatial database to be used for the assessment and
visualization of land change from the point of view of
landscape ecology and environmental studies. Diﬀerent
focus calls for a diﬀerent approach. Table 3 summarizes
main diﬀerences between the approach presented in this
paper and the one taken by Li et al. (2018). The most
prominent diﬀerence is the size of aggregation units,
our units are smaller and their sizes and shapes are all
the same. The size reﬂects our interest in mesoscale
landscapes. Equal size and shape of all landscapes en9

Table 3: Comparison of approaches used in this study and in Li et al. (2018)
Study

CCI-LC

Cats.

Agg. units

Cross-walking
table

Change
mag.

Change
map

Comparison

Products

Li et al.
(2018)

entire time
series

37

0.5◦ × 0.5◦
Lat/Lon

Li et al. (2018)

no

no

yes, to four
other datasets

annual PFT maps

This
study

1992/2015

9, 22

9km × 9km
Fuller

Poulter et al.
(2015)

JSD

yes

only to Li
et al. (2018)

database of 19922015 land change
and thematic map of
landscape change

tion of the CCI-LC dataset which shows 1992-2015
changes of coverage of individual land cover categories
on a country-by-country basis. The design of our thematic map of change required making some arbitrary
assumptions (see Table 1 and its description in section
2.3), but, in our judgment, these assumptions are justiﬁed because the purpose of the map is only to provide
a quick guide to the magnitude and type of 1992-2015
land change. Once areas of interest are spotted on the
change map, the unmodiﬁed change data is available
from the database. The thematic change map has also
high educational value as it conveys comprehensive information about the land change in the format accessible
to a broad audience.
Our landscape-based approach led to the conclusion
that only 22% of the global area experienced signiﬁcant
land change during the 1992-2015 period on the scale of
81 km2 (an area of our local landscape). In the remaining 78% of the total landmass the change, if present,
is distributed in tracts of land � 81 km2 surrounded
by large areas of unchanged land, so its ecological signiﬁcance is small. Using PFTs, which were calculated
not only for the “changed zone” but also for the entire landmass (see Table 2), we demonstrated (section
3.2) that the “changed zone” accounts for ∼80% of all
change despite occupying only 22% of the global area.
By comparing the net changes of various land cover categories (Fig. 3) and corresponding PFTs (Table 2) in
the “changed zone” we have found agreement for forest/trees and agriculture/managed grass, but less of an
agreement between diﬀerent pairs of land cover categories and PFTs.
An inclusion of PFTs in our database provide means
of comparison to our results to those of Li et al. (2018).
Table 3 underscores diﬀerences between ours and Li
et al. (2018) estimates of PFTs; they used a newer version of the cross-walking table and applied it to 37 level
2 land cover categories, whereas we used older crosswalking table (Poulter et al., 2015) and applied it to 22
level 1 land cover categories. Because both studies use

Table 4: Comparison of gross gains and losses and net 1992-2015
changes in PFTs coverages

Trees Man. Grass
Nat. Grass
Total area
Li et al. (2018)a
30.4
19.3
35.7
This studyb
32.9
22.4
19.9
Gross gain
Li et al. (2018)
0.91
1.2
1.1
This study
0.88
1.3
0.6
Gross loss
Li et al. (2018)
1.5
0.56
0.98
This study
1.44
0.59
0.48
Net change
Li et al. (2018) -0.59
0.64
0.12
This study -0.56
0.69
0.12
All areas in millions of km2 . a 2000 data. b 2015 data.

the same land cover dataset, the diﬀerences in estimates
of globally integrated gross and net land changes should
only reﬂect diﬀerences in calculating PFTs.
Table 4 shows a comparison between estimates of
globally integrated gains and losses as well as 19922015 net changes in coverages of three main PFTs as
reported by Li et al. (2018) and as presented in this
study. The top section of Table 4 refers to the total area
and is reported at diﬀerent years, so a direct comparison
is not possible, however, the diﬀerence in natural grass
coverage stands out as especially large. For trees (forest) and managed grass (cropland), both studies report
comparable gains, losses, and net changes. For natural grass (grassland) the gains and losses reported by
(Li et al., 2018) are twice as large as calculated by us,
but the net change is the same. An agreement for forest and cropland and the discrepancy for grassland are
attributed directly to the use of diﬀerent cross-walking
tables. Comparing the two tables it is clear that conversion factors for the natural grass used by Li et al.
(2018) have increased signiﬁcantly for many land cover
categories from their values reported in Poulter et al.
(2015), whereas conversion factors for trees and crop10

In particular, we conﬁrm that using CCI-LC to derive
gross changes of forest leads to underestimation of the
magnitude of losses and an overestimation of the magnitude of gains in comparison to the reference study by
Hansen et al. (2013). This discrepancy stems from the
much ﬁner resolution of Hansen et al. (2013) Landsat
data and their use of the direct spectral change instead
of the post-classiﬁcation change detection method. The
CCI-LC deﬁnition of the forest category (at level 1) requires as little as 15% of 300m × 300m pixel’s area
to be covered by trees (ESA, 2017) in order to be labeled as “forest.” This leads to an underestimation of
forest loss using a post-classiﬁcation method because
predominantly forested CCI-LC pixels must experience
large forest loss (so their tree cover drops below 15%)
before they are re-labeled to non-forest categories. In
other words, statistically, losses of forest in small tracts
of land are ignored by the post-classiﬁcation change detection but detected by the direct comparison of much
smaller Landsat pixels. The CCI-LC deﬁnition of forest
category also leads to an overestimation of forest gain,
because pixels labeled as non-forest may transition to
the forest category by adding tree cover to just a few
percentages of their total area.
Although we have found that using CCI-LC to accurately estimate the magnitude of forest loss/gain may
not replace estimates based on high-resolution data
and direct spectral change detection (Hansen et al.,
2013), the CCI-LC data can be used to illustrate the
geography of the forest change. Fig. 5 shows our
map of forest losses/gains during the 1992-2015 period in South America. Comparison of this map to the
Hansen’s et al. map (http://www.globalforestwatch.org)
reveals strong similarities in geographical distributions
for forest losses and gains, although the gains are more
widespread in our map. This geographical correspondence between the two maps extends the entire landmass.
Overall, our global spatial database of 1992–2015
landscape change provides a SQL-searchable, GISbased resource that can be cross-referenced with other
global databases, for example, that of terrestrial ecoregions (Olson et al., 2001), while our thematic map
of change provides an all-encompassing, global-scale
single-map visualization of land change in the 19922015 period. Their mesoscale resolution (less detailed
than the CCI-LC but much more detailed than 0.5◦ ×0.5◦
of Li et al. (2018) agglomeration) is well-suited to land
change studies on the variety of spatial scales.

loss
>20%
5-20%
1.5-5%
1.5-5%
5-20%
>20%
gain

Figure 5: Map of forest losses (red) and gains (blue) in South America
during the 1992-2015 period based on our calculation of tree cover.
Diﬀerent shades of red/blue indicate the magnitude of loss/gain in
units of percentage of area in a 9km × 9km tile. To be compared
with the Hansen’s et al. map ( http://www.globalforestwatch.org).

land changed less. The accuracy of PFTs conversion
factors is important for LSMs, but it is less important
for landscape ecology where land cover transitions are
of primary interest. Interestingly, using level 1 categories and older version of conversion table makes little
diﬀerence for estimates of gross changes for trees and
cropland.
Comparison in Table 4 gives a positive check on the
expectation that our dataset, when applied to the same
questions as were asked in Li et al. (2018) provides
approximately the same answers, and would provide
even more similar answers if not for diﬀerent crosswalking tables used by the two studies. Hence, conclusions drawn by Li et al. (2018) from the comparison of
gross and net changes derived from CCI-LC and other
datasets (Hurtt et al., 2011; Hansen et al., 2013; Goldewijk et al., 2017; Houghton and Nassikas, 2017) are
applicable to our data as well (with a cross-walking table caveat).
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